Virtual
Inventory
Management
Take control beyond
the vending machine

Explore the vast possibilities of up
to 10,000 virtual stock locations

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS:
CUTTING OIL AND FLUIDS
LADDERS

REFRIGERATED MATERIALS

DRUMS AND BARRELS
WHEELS

VEHICLES

TRUCKS

FORKLIFTS
AND MANY MORE!

toolingintelligence.co.uk

About Virtual Inventory Management:

Virtual Inventory Management Benefits:

Extend the vast management capabilities
of SupplyPro beyond the vending machine
with Virtual Inventory Management (VIM).

Create your own virtual stock locations:

From the latest SupplyLink touchsreen interface, VIM delivers the full range of
features associated with items physically loaded in to any SupplyPro vending machine.
Across the most expansive sites with the most diverse range of products and assets,
up to 10,000 items can be monitored and tracked remotely, 24 hours a day.
Issue a customised pick
receipt with Tooling
Intelligence’s exclusive
VIM Printer option.

VIM integrates seamlessly in to the supply chain to control the who, what, where
and when of your inventory movement. VIM storage locations can be assigned by
the system or named by the administrator and individually assigned characterisitcs
and controls including loan periods, allocation codes, substitute products and
multiple items grouped as a kit.

SupplyPort offers remote access to scheduled reports
or instant data retrieval of every single transaction
against every item in Virtual Inventory Management.

Use VIM Controlled
Locking to restrict access
to cabinets, stock cages
and storerooms.

Restrict access by user or product
Automated order generation
Electronic inventory alerts
Allocation codes for usage tracking
Check-in and check-out
returnable assets

VIM can operate from
a standalone SupplyLink
or from any device
in the SupplyPro
hardware family.

Standard and custom
inventory reports

Remote Support: SupplyLink’s
network connection allows remote
support from our dedicated
UK vending experts.

Externally Hosted: VIM operates
through SupplyPort, requiring no
on-site servers and very little internal
IT involvement.
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Tooling Intelligence provides innovative inventory management solutions
to organisations and industries across the United Kingdom and Europe.
We are experienced in providing state-of-the-art inventory management technology to
our customers. We were founded in 2006 by a team of engineering experts and business
specialists, who had the vision to combine cutting-edge solutions with premium customer
service. We work with partners across numerous sectors, including aerospace, medical,
precision engineering, oil and gas and many more.

Cutting-edge products

Personalised service

We have a broad range of products in our portfolio.

We are an independent business, which means we

Whether you are looking for a mobile inventory

always provide a high-quality, personalised service

management solution for your on-the-go teams

to our clients.

or a heavy-duty dispensing unit with complete
visibility, you’ll find something to suit your
requirements with us.

From the very start of your project, we work closely
with you to find the right inventory management
solution for your application. Our products are

Browse our website to learn more about our

customisable too, which means we can help you

products or contact our experienced team for

design and create the ideal technology that meets

more information.

your exact requirements.

Access ongoing support

Visit our centre

We know that the journey doesn’t end once

We understand that the best way to appreciate

the installation is complete. We pride ourselves

our products is to see them in action. That’s

on our level of service, making sure you receive

why we invite our customers to our specialist

the support you need throughout the process.

Demonstration Centre to see the full potential

Whether you want to expand your existing

of the solution in person.

inventory management solution or need
technical help, our service team are always
on hand to assist you.

Here, you can browse the full SupplyPro product
range, as well as our service and support tools.
You will have the opportunity to meet our
knowledgeable team too.

Contact Us
01926 484511
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information@toolingintelligence.co.uk

